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In this new book, Bauman explores how we moved from 'heavy' and 'solid', hardware-focused modernity to 'light' and 'liquid', software-based modernity. This passage, he said, brought about a profound change in all aspects of the human condition. The new remoteness and unavailability of the global
system structure, together with the unstructured and poorly defined, liquid ... (Expand All) In this new book, Bauman explores how we moved from 'heavy' and 'solid', hardware-focused modernity to 'light' and 'liquid', software-based modernity. This passage, he said, brought about a profound change in all
aspects of the human condition. The new remoteness and unavailability of the global system structure, together with the unstructured and underdefined, fluid state of immediate life policy and human unity, require a rethink of the concepts and cognitive frameworks used to tell the human individual's
experiences and their common history. This book is dedicated to this task. Bauman selects five basic concepts that have served to make sense of common human life - emancipation, individuality, time/space, work, and community - and tracks their gradual incarnations and changes in meaning. Liquid
Modernity concludes the analysis carried out in bauman's two previous books, Globalization: Human Consequences and The Search for Politics . Together, these volumes form a brilliant analysis of the changing conditions of social and political life by one of the most original thinkers who write today.
Lolita (inattulged people) small elite holds in their hands all the strings we are, is the personal pronoun most commonly used by leaders lins to express themselves and ideas of taste and instant gratification gold thirty years from us. These 30 years relate to western countries after World War II, the wealth
of the economy is highly developed for 30 years. Today we are facing an unprecedented situation. Now we must be freed from a well-functioning, rich and powerful society. The problem is, I'm... 2019-05-24 03:53 a small elite holding in their hands all the strings that we personally use leaders, which are
most often used for self-expression and old man conception of taste and instant gratification from the old man of relatively strong gold thirty years from us was gone. These 30 years relate to western countries after World War II, the wealth of the economy is highly developed for 30 years. Today we are
facing an unprecedented situation. Now we must be freed from a well-functioning, rich and powerful society. The problem is that we now meet the needs of mankind, both materially and spiritually, and there is no mass basis for liberation today .mass 真猪奶茶, Bernard Crick of Aristotle's politics quotes his
idea of a good polis, formulated in spite of Plato's dream of one truth, a unified measure of justice that binds all: There is a point where polis, advancing in unity, ceases to be polis; but it will come close to losing its essence, and thus will be worse polis. It's like you turn harmony ... 2016-04-21 20:57
Bernard Crick quotes from the politics of Aristotle his idea of a good polis, formulated contrary to Plato's dream of one truth, one uniform standard of justice, binding all: There is a point at which polis, advancing in unity, ceases to be polis; but it will come close to losing its essence, and thus will be worse
polis. It's as if you should turn harmony into mere unity, ot cut the theme into one beat. The truth is that polis is the sum of many members. In his commentary, Crick promotes the idea of a kind of unity that neither patriotism nor nationalism desires to promote, and more often than not actively resentful: a
kind of unity that assumes that a civilized society is inherently pluralistic, that coexistence in such a society means negotiating and atoning for naturally different interests, but it is also important to distinguish differences that are natural from what they are not】 , and that it is usually better to reconcile
different interests than to constantly grasp and oppress them: in other words, that the plurality of modern civilized society is not only a gross fact that may be unpopular or even incomprehensible, but does not wish for away, but a good thing and happy circumstances, because it offers many advantages
beyond the discomfort and inconvenience it brings , broadens the horizons for humanity and increases the chances of life completely prepossessing than the conditions any of its alternatives can bring ... 真猪奶茶 volatility of identities, so to be told, stares at the inhabitants of liquid modernity face to face.
【Just as the community collapses, identities are invented.】 2016-04-21 22:04 Identity volatility, so to say, stares at the inhabitants of liquid modernity face to face. 【Just as the community collapses, identities are invented.】 Clarke (bread and circuses) 俗说, ののの爹来,我のの是⼰时代のの来. 【Men
are more like their time than their fathers. (Guy Debord) P128】 我所处这个时代,按鲍姆说の,叫做液态摩【liquid】,它期是固态摩【】.. 关于这两个阶段,各其他名字,摩VS后摩,の,の摩VS轻摩,诸如此. 不过玫瑰嘛,不叫这个名也⽆损它的芬芳。 2014-02-12 23:13 1 people as saying: We are more like our own
era than dad. 【Men are more like their time than their fathers. (Guy Debord) P128: We live in an era called liquid modern (liquid), according to Baum, which was called solid modern in the early days. With regard to the classification of these two phases, there are naturally a number of other names,
modern VS post-modern, heavy modern VS light modern, and so on. But roses, which are not called by this name, do not harm its smell. The beginning of the so-called modern era seduced into the hands of time and space, time has become a means, space is used as an end, people work hard and
bravely give time under their armpits, to hold more space of the stars of the sea to go. 【Emancipation of time from space, its subordination to human ingenuity and technical capacity, and thus pitted it against space as a tool of conquest of the universe and land grabs. P112) No matter how the ride later
on liquefied, (this book on the occurrence of the structure of the discussion is very fragmented, there is no intention as this question can be systematically answered) (moreover, the sociological thing is exactly how it happened, maybe it's broken bones and blood confused account), anyway, when we fell
to the ground, the modern degree of this era was liquefied. What's special (and much more special) in modern liquefied times: (1) Popular culture: AKA, the collective brain-damaged that was supposed to track and popularize sweetness and lightness, is now full of fun and boredom. 【Mass culture
(collective brain damage caused by the cultural industry planting thirst for fun and entertainment in a place that – as Matthew Arnold would say – should be occupied by a passion for sweetness and light and a passion for winning them). P19) (2) Zombie-like shell existence: AKA, though still named, but
the feature has become a real thing, for example, family (individuals, not families, has become an essential unit of social re-production), class (unity that unites people to act collectively, is dead, every problem is all problems) Neighborhood (the community is like a parking lot for motorhomes, everyone
stops to charge, rest and close the door to themselves) Zombie categories and zombie institutions are dead and alive : family, class and surroundings P6 (3) non-location: AKA, although it is a place, but not at all with the identity symbolic manifestations of relationships and history, such as airports (lonely
rich travelers), highways (lonely average travelers), nameless hotel rooms (lone shooters), public transport (lonely, money-free travelers) etc. 【Non-place is a space devoid of symbolic manifestations of identity, relationships. history: examples include airports, highways, anonymous hotel rooms, public
transport... Never before in the history of the world has so much space taken up space. P102 Anyway, compared to the first half solid modern, in the second half liquid modern, one, early modern pride gradually no one believes; 【Two functions:1. gradual collapse and rapid decline of early modern
illusions; 2. deregulation and privatisation of modernisation tasks and responsibilities. P29-------------------------------------- proud dividing line------------------------------------------------------ used to have a beautiful era that the era has a great dragon bead, and then accidentally dragon beads were thrown into
thousands of pieces, the company also followed the world wind and the sun is not old. We sent dog ears with a night essence fork, experienced a long time of a thousand and one difficult, eventually gathered one! Thousand! The movie! (Randomly pasted the story of a dog's night fork, like the mystery of
Mousse) and then it stuck the pieces together. Discover that the world is still this mess. 【We no longer believe in the myth of the existence of fragments, which, like pieces of an antique statue, are only waiting for the last to appear, so that they can all be glued together to create a unity that is exactly the
same as the original unity. We no longer believe in the original totalitarianism that once existed, or in the ultimate totalitarianism that awaits us sometime in the future. (Giles Deleuze &amp; Felix Guattari) P21) -------------------------------------- example of a high-performance dividing line----------------------------------------------------- freedom. Well, it's also one of the top-ranked in the early days of modern affairs. The idea of a certain day, based on scientific external suspension, small, how we can become free, his sense of mood is really often new. Countless benevolent people think that the future of humanity
can become more and more not free, whining is simply the night can not sleep on the other side. 【Defending human autonomy, freedom of choice and self-exercise and the right to be and remain different was the main objective of critical theory. P26: Best known, such as 1984 and Beautiful New World.
Like Entertainment to Death, the author believes that our company is not free, and has not followed big brother's thinking, anyway, more and more along the cannabis route. According to Baum, however, the freedom of our society is not exactly what both books imagine. The biggest difference is that
whether it's Big Brother who was staring at you or a New World director who talks to you before exile, at least there's a rebel/source not free. In liquid modern society, this kind of object/resource is not among them. -------------------------------------------- the dividing line where the liquid is directed--------------------------------------- Ford-style as a representative of solid state modern is about large plants, heavy machinery, many employees. Capital and labour are opposed to both sides. Even if they pinch each other again, it is also the same life of the day and months to play, and then is the bottom line. the
engagement between capital and labour, enhanced by the reciprocity of P145 dependency and in the liquid modern era, has significantly increased the liquidity of capital (power), while labor policy is essentially the basic ground. Connected: The four callings of Liquid Modern are: 1. Symbolic manipulator
(no buy tohokin is not a face); 2. Job trainers (New Oriental technical school and Lanxiang); managers; Work: 4 wide categories: 1. symbols; 2. reproduction of the work; 3. employees in personal service; 4. This creates a monthly relationship of feast under the liquid modern ordinary workers P152. ------------------------------------------- Liquid, where you finish the dividing line---------------------------------------- In a world where even an enemy's nest does not exist (or there are too many points), it is not so much unfree as unprecedented freedom, and this unprecedented freedom is a kind of unprecedented
freedom. freedom to pull out your teeth. Face to face you are willing to listen oh, willing to listen oh, or willing to listen ah option, or in a single choice, but not able to do the position of creation, choose what, and decide to choose, from real freedom is far away. 【Toothless: the unprecedented freedom our
society offers its members has arrived, as Leo Strauss warned a long time ago, along with unprecedented impotion. P23】 【As Leo Strauss noted, on the other hand uncongested freedom is a meaningless choice, both sides conditioning each other P35】 【legally enforced negative freedom &amp;
real? The potency of the P49 self-assertion and freedom is another place where people hate iron and steel. -------------------------------------- everyone needs a tight spell---------------------------------------------- . They were freed, even less willing to act on this desire, and virtually no one was quite sure how the
liberation from society might differ from the state in which they were already in. P16, as Homer writes, Odysus was on his way home, around circe island, a witch, and the crew was turned into pigs. Odyssus worked hard to dissolve the herb, and it was not easy to catch one of the pigs on a four-way
escape and return it to a man named Elpenoros. The man said ruefully: Master brother, you will return to it, but also to our brothers, to turn around, oops, every day you lie full of food, as carefree, now well, but also by returning to this hideous human form, huh. 【People may simply dislike being free and
hate the prospect of emancipation, due to the hardships they perform. may arise. P18 (Elpenoros) -------------------------------------- Everyone has to close the magic of the divided line---------------------------------------------- this really free state is really unpleasant, in Tuergan's words, probably people who are
outside social norms are not free, and truly free people have to hide under the wings of social norms in search of peace. 【It is the norm, measures by average or the most common, and supported by harsh repressive sanctions, which actually frees would-be people from slavery the most terrible and most
fearful (Emile Durkheim); a kind of slavery that lurks not in any external pressure, but inside, in the presocial or antisocial nature of man. Social coercion is an emancipating force in this philosophy and the only hope for freedom that one can reasonably entertain. P20) And the obvious consequence of liquid
modernity is that this standard of liberation and shelter has dissipated. So, (1) why not visit JD.com one day when you feel panicked: the book doesn't seem to answer that question head-on T. Casting members as individuals is a trademark of modern society. P31】 【To put it in a nutshell,
individualization consists of transforming human identity from given to task and charging entities with responsibility for performing this task. and the consequences (and side effects) of their performance. P31-32】 【Modernity does not know about any other life, but made: the life of modern men and
women is a task is not given, and the task is not yet unfinished and tirelessly calls for more care and new efforts. P134) (2) Why one day you don't look at Kangxi coming and you don't feel panicked: because the world doesn't have a so-called authority and leader, it's comforting to watch people like us
talking to each other and learning from each other and finding that their lives are as dirty and overwhelmed as ours. 【The living conditions in question encourage men and women to look for examples, not leaders. P71 An adite, never-ending search for new and improved examples and recipes for life is
also a series of shopping P74】 【Management has been replaced by spectacle and watching. Seduction. P155( (3) Why don't you update or check your Weibo WeChat circle of friends throughout the day? Because when social norms do it, it's a signal from a lonely soul to seek love and help. 【What
results from fading social norms is naked, fearful, aggressive ego in search of love and help. (Ulrich Beck) P37) (4) Why procrastination is so common: the word procrastination actually has a very positive side, probably referring to what tomorrow looks like, all by my measures and means, although now it
has become the effectiveness of the word delay. 【Contrary to the impression that was common in the modern era, není otázkou lenosti, lenosti, klidu nebo lassitud; je to aktivní postoj, pokus převzít kontrolu nad sled událostí a učinit tuto sekvenci odlišnou od toho, co by bylo, kdyby zůstali poslušní a
neresistující. Odkládat je manipulovat s možnostmi přítomnosti věci tím, že ji odkládáte, oddaluje a odkládá, která se stává přítomnou, udržuje se na dálku a odkládá její bezprostřednost. P156 (5) Why nationalism is so hot: because this terrier is best used, it has found less of a way to bring people
together výhodu příslušnost Techniky, rychlost, út-k, pasivita P5, unbridled freedom makes people apathetic . . . Jak de Tocqueville dlouho podezření, kterým se lid? zdarma může d'lat je lhostejný P36, apathetic individuals make the already loose community more disintegled se zdá být koroze a pomalý
rozpad občanství. P36】. The dissemination of knowledge inevitably turns into opinions, prejudices or wishful thinking. Knowledge. (Straussová) P45】. And the horse has everything, it becomes the horse devaluation (Instantaneity zřejmě odkazuje na velmi rychlý pohyb a velmi krátký čas, ale ve
skutenosti to označuje absenci času jako faktor uálosti stejným symbol jaemko prvek ve výpočtu hodnoty. P117】. Philosophers can't win speakers. 【Nevěřím v možnost rozhovoru Sokrata s lidmi. Ten, kdo se zapojí do takového rozhovoru, není filozof, ale určitý druh rétoriky, který se ani tak nestará o
dláždění cesty, po níž může pravda putovat k lidem, jako o získání poslušnosti mocností, které mnozí potřebují nebo budou velet. Filozofové možná dělají jen málo, než že se snaží poradit rétorikům, a pravděpodobnost jejich úspěchu bude nevyhnutelně minimální. Šance na filozofii a společnost někdy
sladit a stát se jedním jsou slabé. (Strauss) P47: And whether the future becomes more open, can only sincerely wish. 【Hlavním bodem o zdvořilosti je schopnost komunikovat s cizími lidmi, aniž by jejich podivnost proti nim a aniž by předložila jim vzdát, nebo se vzdát některé nebo všechny rysy, které z
nich učinily。 cizince na prvním místě. P104】
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